Entering Advising Notes

It is easy to enter a general comment or advising notes onto a student’s record. Remember, these notes are visible by anyone who has access to CAPP: the student, all faculty advisors, and their academic counselor. To enter a note, simply click the green “plus” to the right of “substitutions/general comments”.

A box will appear allowing you to enter your comments. For general advising comments, you may leave the subject, course number, credits, and grade blank.

Once you’ve entered the appropriate comments, click “add substitute”. After CAPP refreshes, scroll to the bottom to see your comment.

If you later need to remove the comment, or need to make a correction, it is easy to remove by clicking the red “minus” sign to the right of the comment.

Another great use for the general comments field is to enter completion of non-credited requirements, such as symposiums, comprehensive exams, or proficiencies.